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publisher description this collection covers the breadth of mill s work in social theory and political
economy including his ethics liberalism theory of government methodology and feminism showing
the depth of scholarly criticism of mill s social thought john stuart mill 1806 1873 was a great liberal
thinker of the nineteenth century a noted philosopher political theorist and member of parliament
mill was given a disciplined upbringing his father deliberately shielding him from other children
with the express aim of creating a philosophical genius to carry the mantle of utilitarianism an ethical
theory developed by jeremy bentham and in which mill went on to develop his own conception the
pressure of his intensive study affected mill s mental health and he had a nervous breakdown at
twenty as mill writes in chapter five of his autobiography this was triggered by the huge physical
and mental strain of his studies suppressing his natural childhood feelings this book gives an overview
of mill s philosophy along with many biographical details the author supplements quotations from
mill s works with his own personal recollections of the philosopher though mill has been the subject
of an imposing volume of scholarship his philosophy of history has received scant attention this
inquiry considers the role of history in mill s break from the benthamite radicals his effort to define a
methodology for the study of society modelled on the natural sciences and his speculations about the
course and meaning of history a dominant theme is mill s struggle to reconcile his ambition to
develop a comprehensive science of society with his convictions that human nature is malleable and
that history progresses as a consequence of intellectual achievement and diversity of beliefs mill s
compatibilist vision of the individual as driven by deterministic psychological laws and as also capable
of freely choosing a life of autonomous self culture was mirrored in his philosophy of history as mill
retained the materialistic stadial theory of social development proposed during the scottish
enlightenment and an idealistic vision of history derived from the saint simonians guizot and comte
though mill claimed the primacy of the intellect in advancing material living conditions he believed
that the culmination of instrumental rationalism in his own age of commerce was undermining and
marginalizing other forms of individual accomplishment indeed individuality itself in the suffocating
conformity of mass culture mindful of what he considered to be the culturally stationary states of asia
mill dreaded the prospect that a commercial culture with no higher ambition than the acquisition of
ever greater wealth would also become inert as the consequence of overbearing social conventions
and intellectual stagnation like smith and ricardo mill anticipated the inevitability of the economically
stationary state as the consequence of the fall in the rate of profits under free market capitalism but
rather than await its arrival mill seized on its possibilities the stationary state became mill s vehicle for
advocating an egalitarian supra subsistence economy in the expectation that cultural priorities would
shift to the pursuit of higher moral intellectual and aesthetic aspirations and the revitalization of
individual autonomy john stuart mill his life and works by william minto herbert spencer frederic
harrison william thomas thornton dame millicent garrett fawcett h r fox bourne john elliot cairnes
henry fawcett w a hunter j h levy henry trimen published by good press good press publishes a
wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non
fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be
read each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e
readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a
high quality digital format the writings of john stuart mill have become the cornerstone of political
liberalism collected for the first time in this volume are mill s three seminal and most widely read
works on liberty the subjection of women and utilitarianism a brilliant defense of individual rights
versus the power of the state on liberty is essential reading for anyone interested in political thought
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and theory as bertrand russell reflected on liberty remains a classic the present world would be better
than it is if mill s principles were more respected this modern library paperback classics edition
includes newly commissioned endnotes and commentary by dale e miller and an index john stuart
mill is considered to be one of the most influential thinkers in the history of liberalism who
contributed greatly to social theory political theory and political economy this meticulously edited
collection covers all areas of the author s interests and clearly represents his work and principal ideals
hierarchy of pleasures in utilitarianism liberalism and early liberal feminism contents the
autobiography utilitarianism the subjection of women on liberty principles of political economy a
system of logic ratiocinative and inductive auguste comte and positivism three essays on religion
considerations on representative government england and ireland essays on some unsettled questions
of political economy inaugural address delivered to the university of st andrews memorandum of the
improvements in the administration of india during the last thirty years remarks on bentham s
philosophy socialism speech in favor of capital punishment the contest in america the slave power
thoughts on parliamentary reform a few words on non intervention this book offers a clear and
highly readable introduction to the ethical and social political philosophy of john stuart mill dale
miller provides a cogent and careful account of the main arguments offered by mill considers the
critical responses to his work and assesses its legacy for contemporary philosophy the collected works
of john stuart mill took thirty years to complete and is acknowledged as the definitive edition of j s
mill and as one of the finest works editions ever completed mill s contributions to philosophy
economics and history and in the roles of scholar politician and journalist can hardly be overstated and
this edition remains the only reliable version of the full range of mill s writings each volume contains
extensive notes a new introduction and an index many of the volumes have been unavailable for
some time but the works are now again available both as a complete set and as individual volumes it
seems proper that i should prefix to the following biographical sketch some mention of the reasons
which have made me think it desirable that i should leave behind me such a memorial of so
uneventful a life as mine i do not for a moment imagine that any part of what i have to relate can be
interesting to the public as a narrative or as being connected with myself but i have thought that in
an age in which education and its improvement are the subject of more if not of profounder study
than at any former period of english history it may be useful that there should be some record of an
education which was unusual and remarkable and which whatever else it may have done has proved
how much more than is commonly supposed may be taught and well taught in those early years
which in the common modes of what is called instruction are little better than wasted it has also
seemed to me that in an age of transition in opinions there may be somewhat both of interest and of
benefit in noting the successive phases of any mind which was always pressing forward equally
ready to learn and to unlearn either from its own thoughts or from those of others but a motive
which weighs more with me than either of these is a desire to make acknowledgment of the debts
which my intellectual and moral development owes to other persons some of them of recognised
eminence others less known than they deserve to be and the one to whom most of all is due one
whom the world had no opportunity of knowing the reader whom these things do not interest has
only himself to blame if he reads farther and i do not desire any other indulgence from him than that
of bearing in mind that for him these pages were not written i was born in london on the 20th of
may 1806 and was the eldest son of james mill the author of the history of british india my father the
son of a petty tradesman and i believe small farmer at northwater bridge in the county of angus was
when a boy recommended by his abilities to the notice of sir john stuart of fettercairn one of the
barons of the exchequer in scotland and was in consequence sent to the university of edinburgh at
the expense of a fund established by lady jane stuart the wife of sir john stuart and some other ladies
for educating young men for the scottish church he there went through the usual course of study and
was licensed as a preacher but never followed the profession having satisfied himself that he could
not believe the doctrines of that or any other church for a few years he was a private tutor in various
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families in scotland among others that of the marquis of tweeddale but ended by taking up his
residence in london and devoting himself to authorship nor had he any other means of support until
1819 when he obtained an appointment in the india house the collected works of john stuart mill took
thirty years to complete and is acknowledged as the definitive edition of j s mill and as one of the
finest works editions ever completed mill s contributions to philosophy economics and history and in
the roles of scholar politician and journalist can hardly be overstated and this edition remains the only
reliable version of the full range of mill s writings each volume contains extensive notes a new
introduction and an index many of the volumes have been unavailable for some time but the works
are now again available both as a complete set and as individual volumes john stuart mill is considered
to be one of the most influential thinkers in the history of liberalism who contributed greatly to social
theory political theory and political economy this meticulously edited collection covers all areas of the
author s interests and clearly represents his work and principal ideals hierarchy of pleasures in
utilitarianism liberalism and early liberal feminism contents the autobiography utilitarianism the
subjection of women on liberty principles of political economy a system of logic ratiocinative and
inductive auguste comte and positivism three essays on religion considerations on representative
government england and ireland essays on some unsettled questions of political economy inaugural
address delivered to the university of st andrews memorandum of the improvements in the
administration of india during the last thirty years remarks on bentham s philosophy socialism speech
in favor of capital punishment the contest in america the slave power thoughts on parliamentary
reform a few words on non intervention a young activist and highly educated cambridge union
debater mill would become in time the highest ranked english thinker of the nineteenth century the
author of the landmark essay on liberty and one of the most passionate reformers and advocates of his
revolutionary opinionated age as a journalist he fired off a weekly article on irish land reform as the
people of that nation starved as an mp he introduced the first vote on women s suffrage fought to
preserve free speech and opposed slavery and in his private life pursued for two decades a love affair
with another man s wife to understand mill and his contribution richard reeves explores his life and
work in tandem his book is a riveting and authoritative biography of a man raised to promote
happiness whose life was spent in the pursuit of truth and liberty for all acknowledged as the
definitive edition of j s mill the complete set of volumes are now again available containing extensive
notes a new introduction and an index in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of september 11 2001
the philosophy of john stuart mill has never been more relevant can we reconcile individual liberty
with the demands of the common good john fitzpatrick argues that properly understood mill s liberal
utilitarianism can indeed support a system of rights rich enough to guarantee individual liberty
combining fresh interpretations of mill s writings on ethics politics and political economy with the
historical mill that can found in his autobiography the book will be of substantial interest to a wide
audience eleven leading scholars explore mill s thoughts on morality prudence or policy aesthetics
utility and the elements of a good life this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced
from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see
the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to
be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive
and relevant this carefully edited collection is formatted for your ereader with a functional and
detailed table of contents john stuart mill 1806 1873 was an english philosopher political economist and
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civil servant john stuart mill is considered to be one of the most influential thinkers in the history of
liberalism and feminism who contributed greatly to social theory political theory and political
economy contents the autobiography utilitarianism the subjection of women on liberty principles of
political economy a system of logic ratiocinative and inductive auguste comte and positivism three
essays on religion considerations on representative government england and ireland essays on some
unsettled questions of political economy inaugural address delivered to the university of st andrews
memorandum of the improvements in the administration of india during the last thirty years
remarks on bentham s philosophy socialism speech in favor of capital punishment the contest in
america the slave power thoughts on parliamentary reform a few words on non intervention in this
new mill reader the author provides a new selection from the whole range of mill s political writings
to present a comprehensive view both of the structure of mill s thought and of the development of
his political thinking from the 1820 s to the 1870 s jacket john stuart mill was one of the most
influential philosophers of the 19th century his more well known works include on liberty a highly
influential treatise applying the utilitarian philosophy to systems of government and the subjugation
of women a treatise arguing for gender equality in an age where that was anything but the norm
besides these monumental works he also produced a system of logic an important work on the
philosophy of science principles of political economy one of the most influential economics textbooks
of the 19th century and many other notable books of philosophy when not composing profound tracts
that would shape philosophy in the next century he wrote volubly in various magazines and
newspapers of the day became the godfather of bertrand russell himself the 20th century s most
prominent logician and even spent time as a member of parliament becoming the first m p in history
to call for women to be given the right to vote but perhaps the most interesting part of mill s rich life
is his education his father utilitarian philosopher james mill raised john in a special mode of education
purposefully designed to produce a genius with the intent of making john the standard bearer of
utilitarianism in the next generation to this end he kept young john isolated from his school age peers
to prevent them from making him feel too smart and gave john a rich classical moral and scientific
education by the age of three john was studying greek and by eight he was studying latin and in
charge of educating his younger siblings by twelve he was studying scholastic logic and had already
consumed nearly all of the major greek and latin classics in their original language that james mill s
unique method of education produced a genius is without a doubt and john s youthful experiences are
recounted here in detail this short and to the point autobiography is a fascinating window into the life
of one of the 19th century s most important thinkers beginning as a junior clerk in 1823 john stuart
mill spent thirty five years as an administrator in india house the london headquarters of the east
india company which dominated the indian subcontinent in his autobiography mill paid scant
attention to his long imperial career and following his lead later commentators have concluded that
indian administration was insignificant for mill s intellectual development based upon extensive
investigation of mill s dispatches to india this book rejects the long accepted interpretation and
suggests that important parallels exist between mill s development as a thinker and his neglected
india house career it shows that at each step of mill s intellectual maturation rigorous early training at
his father s side youthful rebellion accompanied by a searching out of alternative opinions and mature
retreat from the extreme positions of his rebellious phase mill took up or abandoned administrative
ideas that have much in common with the more abstract concepts that he was absorbing or shedding
for example mill s fascination with romantic doctrines during the time of his mental crisis is shown to
have had an indian dimension at the same time mill concluded that romantic doctrines were useful
for amending utilitarian ideas he fell under the influences of key imperial administrators who
advanced pragmatic policies for india that reinforced many romantic ideas consequently mill modified
his father s naive plans for reforming india just as he altered utilitarian doctrine in general in favor of
more complex notions about reform and progress the author explores other parallels in mill s
evolving intellectual and administrative priorities and concludes that at his india house desk mill
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found not only plenty of supporting evidence for his shifting intellectual positions but also ample
opportunity to apply the abstract ideas that mattered most to him at different times of his life in this
way the author challenges the picture of mill s imperial career as a dull and unimportant part of his
life that mill painted for posterity in his autobiography he further suggests that mill belittled his long
india house experience because it did not fit the narrative structure he wanted to impose on his past
since the essential story of mill s autobiography is one of a great mind being formed by interacting
with other great minds the banal concerns of indian administration could hardly play a large role the
author also examines mill s intellectual relationship with imperialism in the light of recent colonial
discourse theory he concludes that mill altered his general social and political views as a result of the
british experience in india and that his mature views of radical reform in ireland and great britain
owed much to the years that he spent as an imperial administrator john stuart mill and the religion of
humanity introduces material that requires significant reevaluation of john stuart mill s contribution
to the development of the liberal tradition john stuart mill and the religion of humanity examines the
religious thought and aspirations of the philosopher and shows that contrary to the conventional view
of mill as the prototypical secular liberal religious preoccupations dominated his thought and
structured his endeavors throughout his life for a proper appreciation of mill s thought and legacy the
depth of his animus toward traditional transcendent religion must be recognized along with the
seriousness of his intent to found a nontheological religion to serve as its replacement book jacket the
collected works of john stuart mill took thirty years to complete and is acknowledged as the
definitive edition of j s mill and as one of the finest works editions ever completed mill s
contributions to philosophy economics and history and in the roles of scholar politician and journalist
can hardly be overstated and this edition remains the only reliable version of the full range of mill s
writings each volume contains extensive notes a new introduction and an index many of the
volumes have been unavailable for some time but the works are now again available both as a
complete set and as individual volumes the interests and activities of john stuart mill 1806 73 were so
wide ranging that even the varied subjects of thirty previously published volumes of collected works
cannot encompass them all in this volume are brought together diverse and interesting instances of
his polymathic career none before republished and some previously unpublished neatly framing mill
s writing career are his editorial prefaces and extensive notes to jeremy bentham s rationale of judicial
evidence 1827 and james mill s analysis of the phenomena of the human mind 1869 both demonstrate
his extraordinary powers of mind and diligence as well as his fealty his constant avocation field
botany is shown in his botanical writings which open a window on an almost unknown activity that
sustained and delighted him brief comments on two medical works hint at another interest two
articles of which he was co author demonstrate his work as editor of the london and westminster
review and a calendar of his contributions to the political economy club provides yet another glimpse
into his chosen activities and concerns published for the first time are mill s english and french wills
providing still further biographical detail best known as the author of on liberty john stuart mill
remains a canonical figure in liberalism today yet according to his autobiography by the mid 1840s he
placed himself under the general designation of socialist taking this self description seriously john
stuart mill socialist reinterprets mill s work in its light helen mccabe explores the nineteenth century
political economist s core commitments to egalitarianism social justice social harmony and a socialist
utopia of cooperation fairness and human flourishing uncovering mill s changing relationship with
the radicalism of his youth and his excitement about the revolutionary events of 1848 mccabe argues
that he saw liberal reforms as solutions to contemporary problems while socialism was the path to a
better future in so doing she casts new light on his political theory including his theory of social
progress his support for democracy his feminism his concept of utility his understanding of
individuality and his account of the permanent interests of man as a progressive being which is so
central to his famous harm principle as we look to rebuild the world in the wake of financial crises
climate change and a global pandemic john stuart mill socialist offers a radical rereading of the
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philosopher and a fresh perspective on contemporary meanings of socialism john stuart mill 1806 1873
is one of the most influential contributors to economic theory in contrast to thomas morus utopia he
was noted for coining the term of dystopia at the early age of 14 he began his studies in chemistry
zoology mathematics logic and metaphysics which eventually led to his interest in socio political and
ethical issues his autobiography offers a deeper understanding of mill s ideas and work and gives a
diverse insight into the life of a highly gifted prodigy of the 19th century an original unified
reconstruction of mill s moral and political philosophy one that finally reveals its consistency and full
power few thinkers have been as influential as john stuart mill whose philosophy has arguably
defined utilitarian ethics and modern liberalism but fewer still have been subject to as much criticism
for perceived ambiguities and inconsistencies in completely free john peter diiulio offers an ambitious
and comprehensive new reading that explains how mill s ethical moral and political ideas are all part
of a unified coherent and powerful philosophy almost every aspect of mill s practical philosophy has
been charged with contradictions illogic or incoherence most notoriously mill claims an absolute
commitment both to promoting societal happiness and to defending individual liberty a commitment
that many critics believe must ultimately devolve into an either or diiulio resolves these and other
problems by reconsidering and reconstructing the key components of mill s practical thought his
theories of happiness morality liberty and freedom casting new light on old texts diiulio argues that
mill s utilitarianism and liberalism are not only compatible but philosophically wedded that his
theories naturally emanate from one another and that the vast majority of interpretive mysteries
surrounding mill can be readily demystified in a manner at once sympathetic and critical diiulio seeks
to present mill in his most lucid and potent form from the higher pleasures and moral impartiality to
free speech and nondomination completely free provides an unmatched account of the unity and
power of mill s enduring moral and political thought john stuart mill was one of the most important
and influential philosophers of the nineteenth century he was also someone who exemplified a view
about the meaning of life that is widespread among both philosophers and nonacademics that projects
are what make your life meaningful and if a single project is large enough to occupy center stage in
it that is the meaning of your life his brilliant career notwithstanding mill s life was a train wreck the
intellectual energy and philosophical ingenuity which he devoted to figuring out what had gone
wrong make him a fascinating object lesson in the view that projects give life meaning elijah
millgram argues that what went wrong was the very fact that mill s life was a project the tragedy of
his life was an almost inevitable consequence of living out this account of the meaning of life at once a
scholarly contribution to the history of an important philosophical figure and an intervention in an
ongoing debate within moral philosophy this book takes on a topic that people outside the academy
expect philosophy to address but which it too rarely does namely the meaning of life it is
simultaneously an exercise in biography and a novel reconstruction and reframing of some of the
central theories and texts of the philosophical canon millgram s work attempts to look at the theory of
rationality from an unusual angle by asking what difference does it make to the shape and progress of
someone s life whether he has one or another understanding of practical reasoning that is of how one
ought to reason about what to do this classic memoir brings the complete biography of the one of the
greatest thinkers of the western philosophy mill is considered to be the most influential mind of
liberalism his work contributed greatly to the development of social theory political theory and
political economy thanks to which he earned the title of the most influential english speaking
philosopher of the nineteenth century in this book john stuart mill described his life from childhood
and early education until old age he wrote about his main interests notable ideas and great influences
contents childhood and early education moral influences in early youth my father s character and
opinions last stage of education and first of self education youthful propagandism the westminster
review a crisis in my mental history one stage onward commencement of the most valuable
friendship of my life my father s death writings and other proceedings up to 1840 general view of
the remainder of my life completion of the system of logic publication of the principles of political
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economy marriage retirement from the india house publication of liberty considerations on
representative government civil war in america examination of sir william hamilton s philosophy
parliamentary life remainder of my life
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John Stuart Mill 2004-01-12 publisher description
John Stuart Mill 1873 this collection covers the breadth of mill s work in social theory and political
economy including his ethics liberalism theory of government methodology and feminism showing
the depth of scholarly criticism of mill s social thought
John Stuart Mill's Social and Political Thought 1998 john stuart mill 1806 1873 was a great liberal
thinker of the nineteenth century a noted philosopher political theorist and member of parliament
mill was given a disciplined upbringing his father deliberately shielding him from other children
with the express aim of creating a philosophical genius to carry the mantle of utilitarianism an ethical
theory developed by jeremy bentham and in which mill went on to develop his own conception the
pressure of his intensive study affected mill s mental health and he had a nervous breakdown at
twenty as mill writes in chapter five of his autobiography this was triggered by the huge physical
and mental strain of his studies suppressing his natural childhood feelings
Autobiography of John Stuart Mill 2009-05-01 this book gives an overview of mill s philosophy along
with many biographical details the author supplements quotations from mill s works with his own
personal recollections of the philosopher
John Stuart Mill 1882 though mill has been the subject of an imposing volume of scholarship his
philosophy of history has received scant attention this inquiry considers the role of history in mill s
break from the benthamite radicals his effort to define a methodology for the study of society
modelled on the natural sciences and his speculations about the course and meaning of history a
dominant theme is mill s struggle to reconcile his ambition to develop a comprehensive science of
society with his convictions that human nature is malleable and that history progresses as a
consequence of intellectual achievement and diversity of beliefs mill s compatibilist vision of the
individual as driven by deterministic psychological laws and as also capable of freely choosing a life of
autonomous self culture was mirrored in his philosophy of history as mill retained the materialistic
stadial theory of social development proposed during the scottish enlightenment and an idealistic
vision of history derived from the saint simonians guizot and comte though mill claimed the primacy
of the intellect in advancing material living conditions he believed that the culmination of
instrumental rationalism in his own age of commerce was undermining and marginalizing other
forms of individual accomplishment indeed individuality itself in the suffocating conformity of mass
culture mindful of what he considered to be the culturally stationary states of asia mill dreaded the
prospect that a commercial culture with no higher ambition than the acquisition of ever greater
wealth would also become inert as the consequence of overbearing social conventions and intellectual
stagnation like smith and ricardo mill anticipated the inevitability of the economically stationary state
as the consequence of the fall in the rate of profits under free market capitalism but rather than await
its arrival mill seized on its possibilities the stationary state became mill s vehicle for advocating an
egalitarian supra subsistence economy in the expectation that cultural priorities would shift to the
pursuit of higher moral intellectual and aesthetic aspirations and the revitalization of individual
autonomy
John Stuart Mill on History 2018-10-15 john stuart mill his life and works by william minto herbert
spencer frederic harrison william thomas thornton dame millicent garrett fawcett h r fox bourne john
elliot cairnes henry fawcett w a hunter j h levy henry trimen published by good press good press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary
fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books
that need to be read each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format
John Stuart Mill as Some of the Working Classes Knew Him 1873 the writings of john stuart mill
have become the cornerstone of political liberalism collected for the first time in this volume are mill
s three seminal and most widely read works on liberty the subjection of women and utilitarianism a
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brilliant defense of individual rights versus the power of the state on liberty is essential reading for
anyone interested in political thought and theory as bertrand russell reflected on liberty remains a
classic the present world would be better than it is if mill s principles were more respected this
modern library paperback classics edition includes newly commissioned endnotes and commentary by
dale e miller and an index
John Stuart Mill 1976 john stuart mill is considered to be one of the most influential thinkers in the
history of liberalism who contributed greatly to social theory political theory and political economy
this meticulously edited collection covers all areas of the author s interests and clearly represents his
work and principal ideals hierarchy of pleasures in utilitarianism liberalism and early liberal
feminism contents the autobiography utilitarianism the subjection of women on liberty principles of
political economy a system of logic ratiocinative and inductive auguste comte and positivism three
essays on religion considerations on representative government england and ireland essays on some
unsettled questions of political economy inaugural address delivered to the university of st andrews
memorandum of the improvements in the administration of india during the last thirty years
remarks on bentham s philosophy socialism speech in favor of capital punishment the contest in
america the slave power thoughts on parliamentary reform a few words on non intervention
John Stuart Mill: A Critical Study 2015-12-30 this book offers a clear and highly readable introduction
to the ethical and social political philosophy of john stuart mill dale miller provides a cogent and
careful account of the main arguments offered by mill considers the critical responses to his work and
assesses its legacy for contemporary philosophy
John Stuart Mill - His Life and Works 2023-08-12 the collected works of john stuart mill took thirty
years to complete and is acknowledged as the definitive edition of j s mill and as one of the finest
works editions ever completed mill s contributions to philosophy economics and history and in the
roles of scholar politician and journalist can hardly be overstated and this edition remains the only
reliable version of the full range of mill s writings each volume contains extensive notes a new
introduction and an index many of the volumes have been unavailable for some time but the works
are now again available both as a complete set and as individual volumes
The Basic Writings of John Stuart Mill 2010-11-10 it seems proper that i should prefix to the
following biographical sketch some mention of the reasons which have made me think it desirable
that i should leave behind me such a memorial of so uneventful a life as mine i do not for a moment
imagine that any part of what i have to relate can be interesting to the public as a narrative or as
being connected with myself but i have thought that in an age in which education and its
improvement are the subject of more if not of profounder study than at any former period of english
history it may be useful that there should be some record of an education which was unusual and
remarkable and which whatever else it may have done has proved how much more than is
commonly supposed may be taught and well taught in those early years which in the common
modes of what is called instruction are little better than wasted it has also seemed to me that in an age
of transition in opinions there may be somewhat both of interest and of benefit in noting the
successive phases of any mind which was always pressing forward equally ready to learn and to
unlearn either from its own thoughts or from those of others but a motive which weighs more with
me than either of these is a desire to make acknowledgment of the debts which my intellectual and
moral development owes to other persons some of them of recognised eminence others less known
than they deserve to be and the one to whom most of all is due one whom the world had no
opportunity of knowing the reader whom these things do not interest has only himself to blame if he
reads farther and i do not desire any other indulgence from him than that of bearing in mind that for
him these pages were not written i was born in london on the 20th of may 1806 and was the eldest
son of james mill the author of the history of british india my father the son of a petty tradesman and i
believe small farmer at northwater bridge in the county of angus was when a boy recommended by
his abilities to the notice of sir john stuart of fettercairn one of the barons of the exchequer in scotland
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and was in consequence sent to the university of edinburgh at the expense of a fund established by
lady jane stuart the wife of sir john stuart and some other ladies for educating young men for the
scottish church he there went through the usual course of study and was licensed as a preacher but
never followed the profession having satisfied himself that he could not believe the doctrines of that
or any other church for a few years he was a private tutor in various families in scotland among
others that of the marquis of tweeddale but ended by taking up his residence in london and devoting
himself to authorship nor had he any other means of support until 1819 when he obtained an
appointment in the india house
The Collected Works of John Stuart Mill 2022-11-13 the collected works of john stuart mill took
thirty years to complete and is acknowledged as the definitive edition of j s mill and as one of the
finest works editions ever completed mill s contributions to philosophy economics and history and in
the roles of scholar politician and journalist can hardly be overstated and this edition remains the only
reliable version of the full range of mill s writings each volume contains extensive notes a new
introduction and an index many of the volumes have been unavailable for some time but the works
are now again available both as a complete set and as individual volumes
John Stuart Mill 2010-08-23 john stuart mill is considered to be one of the most influential thinkers in
the history of liberalism who contributed greatly to social theory political theory and political
economy this meticulously edited collection covers all areas of the author s interests and clearly
represents his work and principal ideals hierarchy of pleasures in utilitarianism liberalism and early
liberal feminism contents the autobiography utilitarianism the subjection of women on liberty
principles of political economy a system of logic ratiocinative and inductive auguste comte and
positivism three essays on religion considerations on representative government england and ireland
essays on some unsettled questions of political economy inaugural address delivered to the university
of st andrews memorandum of the improvements in the administration of india during the last thirty
years remarks on bentham s philosophy socialism speech in favor of capital punishment the contest in
america the slave power thoughts on parliamentary reform a few words on non intervention
Collected Works of John Stuart Mill 2013-10-16 a young activist and highly educated cambridge
union debater mill would become in time the highest ranked english thinker of the nineteenth
century the author of the landmark essay on liberty and one of the most passionate reformers and
advocates of his revolutionary opinionated age as a journalist he fired off a weekly article on irish land
reform as the people of that nation starved as an mp he introduced the first vote on women s suffrage
fought to preserve free speech and opposed slavery and in his private life pursued for two decades a
love affair with another man s wife to understand mill and his contribution richard reeves explores
his life and work in tandem his book is a riveting and authoritative biography of a man raised to
promote happiness whose life was spent in the pursuit of truth and liberty for all
Autobiography John Stuart Mill 2015-11-18 acknowledged as the definitive edition of j s mill the
complete set of volumes are now again available containing extensive notes a new introduction and
an index
John Stuart Mill 1971 in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks of september 11 2001 the philosophy of
john stuart mill has never been more relevant can we reconcile individual liberty with the demands
of the common good john fitzpatrick argues that properly understood mill s liberal utilitarianism can
indeed support a system of rights rich enough to guarantee individual liberty combining fresh
interpretations of mill s writings on ethics politics and political economy with the historical mill that
can found in his autobiography the book will be of substantial interest to a wide audience
A System of Logic, Ratiocinative and Inductive 1996 eleven leading scholars explore mill s thoughts
on morality prudence or policy aesthetics utility and the elements of a good life
JOHN STUART MILL - Ultimate Collection 2023-12-13 this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work
was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
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therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a
copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain
missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work
is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
John Stuart Mill 2015-02-09 this carefully edited collection is formatted for your ereader with a
functional and detailed table of contents john stuart mill 1806 1873 was an english philosopher political
economist and civil servant john stuart mill is considered to be one of the most influential thinkers in
the history of liberalism and feminism who contributed greatly to social theory political theory and
political economy contents the autobiography utilitarianism the subjection of women on liberty
principles of political economy a system of logic ratiocinative and inductive auguste comte and
positivism three essays on religion considerations on representative government england and ireland
essays on some unsettled questions of political economy inaugural address delivered to the university
of st andrews memorandum of the improvements in the administration of india during the last thirty
years remarks on bentham s philosophy socialism speech in favor of capital punishment the contest in
america the slave power thoughts on parliamentary reform a few words on non intervention
The Ethics of John Stuart Mill 1897 in this new mill reader the author provides a new selection from
the whole range of mill s political writings to present a comprehensive view both of the structure of
mill s thought and of the development of his political thinking from the 1820 s to the 1870 s jacket
John Stuart Mill 1966 john stuart mill was one of the most influential philosophers of the 19th
century his more well known works include on liberty a highly influential treatise applying the
utilitarian philosophy to systems of government and the subjugation of women a treatise arguing for
gender equality in an age where that was anything but the norm besides these monumental works
he also produced a system of logic an important work on the philosophy of science principles of
political economy one of the most influential economics textbooks of the 19th century and many other
notable books of philosophy when not composing profound tracts that would shape philosophy in the
next century he wrote volubly in various magazines and newspapers of the day became the
godfather of bertrand russell himself the 20th century s most prominent logician and even spent time
as a member of parliament becoming the first m p in history to call for women to be given the right
to vote but perhaps the most interesting part of mill s rich life is his education his father utilitarian
philosopher james mill raised john in a special mode of education purposefully designed to produce a
genius with the intent of making john the standard bearer of utilitarianism in the next generation to
this end he kept young john isolated from his school age peers to prevent them from making him
feel too smart and gave john a rich classical moral and scientific education by the age of three john
was studying greek and by eight he was studying latin and in charge of educating his younger
siblings by twelve he was studying scholastic logic and had already consumed nearly all of the major
greek and latin classics in their original language that james mill s unique method of education
produced a genius is without a doubt and john s youthful experiences are recounted here in detail
this short and to the point autobiography is a fascinating window into the life of one of the 19th
century s most important thinkers
Collected Works of John Stuart Mill 1996 beginning as a junior clerk in 1823 john stuart mill spent
thirty five years as an administrator in india house the london headquarters of the east india company
which dominated the indian subcontinent in his autobiography mill paid scant attention to his long
imperial career and following his lead later commentators have concluded that indian administration
was insignificant for mill s intellectual development based upon extensive investigation of mill s
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dispatches to india this book rejects the long accepted interpretation and suggests that important
parallels exist between mill s development as a thinker and his neglected india house career it shows
that at each step of mill s intellectual maturation rigorous early training at his father s side youthful
rebellion accompanied by a searching out of alternative opinions and mature retreat from the extreme
positions of his rebellious phase mill took up or abandoned administrative ideas that have much in
common with the more abstract concepts that he was absorbing or shedding for example mill s
fascination with romantic doctrines during the time of his mental crisis is shown to have had an
indian dimension at the same time mill concluded that romantic doctrines were useful for amending
utilitarian ideas he fell under the influences of key imperial administrators who advanced pragmatic
policies for india that reinforced many romantic ideas consequently mill modified his father s naive
plans for reforming india just as he altered utilitarian doctrine in general in favor of more complex
notions about reform and progress the author explores other parallels in mill s evolving intellectual
and administrative priorities and concludes that at his india house desk mill found not only plenty of
supporting evidence for his shifting intellectual positions but also ample opportunity to apply the
abstract ideas that mattered most to him at different times of his life in this way the author challenges
the picture of mill s imperial career as a dull and unimportant part of his life that mill painted for
posterity in his autobiography he further suggests that mill belittled his long india house experience
because it did not fit the narrative structure he wanted to impose on his past since the essential story
of mill s autobiography is one of a great mind being formed by interacting with other great minds the
banal concerns of indian administration could hardly play a large role the author also examines mill s
intellectual relationship with imperialism in the light of recent colonial discourse theory he concludes
that mill altered his general social and political views as a result of the british experience in india and
that his mature views of radical reform in ireland and great britain owed much to the years that he
spent as an imperial administrator
John Stuart Mill's Political Philosophy 2006-06-15 john stuart mill and the religion of humanity
introduces material that requires significant reevaluation of john stuart mill s contribution to the
development of the liberal tradition john stuart mill and the religion of humanity examines the
religious thought and aspirations of the philosopher and shows that contrary to the conventional view
of mill as the prototypical secular liberal religious preoccupations dominated his thought and
structured his endeavors throughout his life for a proper appreciation of mill s thought and legacy the
depth of his animus toward traditional transcendent religion must be recognized along with the
seriousness of his intent to found a nontheological religion to serve as its replacement book jacket
John Stuart Mill and the Art of Life 2011 the collected works of john stuart mill took thirty years to
complete and is acknowledged as the definitive edition of j s mill and as one of the finest works
editions ever completed mill s contributions to philosophy economics and history and in the roles of
scholar politician and journalist can hardly be overstated and this edition remains the only reliable
version of the full range of mill s writings each volume contains extensive notes a new introduction
and an index many of the volumes have been unavailable for some time but the works are now again
available both as a complete set and as individual volumes
John Stuart Mill 2016-05-03 the interests and activities of john stuart mill 1806 73 were so wide
ranging that even the varied subjects of thirty previously published volumes of collected works
cannot encompass them all in this volume are brought together diverse and interesting instances of
his polymathic career none before republished and some previously unpublished neatly framing mill
s writing career are his editorial prefaces and extensive notes to jeremy bentham s rationale of judicial
evidence 1827 and james mill s analysis of the phenomena of the human mind 1869 both demonstrate
his extraordinary powers of mind and diligence as well as his fealty his constant avocation field
botany is shown in his botanical writings which open a window on an almost unknown activity that
sustained and delighted him brief comments on two medical works hint at another interest two
articles of which he was co author demonstrate his work as editor of the london and westminster
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review and a calendar of his contributions to the political economy club provides yet another glimpse
into his chosen activities and concerns published for the first time are mill s english and french wills
providing still further biographical detail
The Collected Works of John Stuart Mill 2017-08-26 best known as the author of on liberty john
stuart mill remains a canonical figure in liberalism today yet according to his autobiography by the
mid 1840s he placed himself under the general designation of socialist taking this self description
seriously john stuart mill socialist reinterprets mill s work in its light helen mccabe explores the
nineteenth century political economist s core commitments to egalitarianism social justice social
harmony and a socialist utopia of cooperation fairness and human flourishing uncovering mill s
changing relationship with the radicalism of his youth and his excitement about the revolutionary
events of 1848 mccabe argues that he saw liberal reforms as solutions to contemporary problems while
socialism was the path to a better future in so doing she casts new light on his political theory
including his theory of social progress his support for democracy his feminism his concept of utility
his understanding of individuality and his account of the permanent interests of man as a progressive
being which is so central to his famous harm principle as we look to rebuild the world in the wake of
financial crises climate change and a global pandemic john stuart mill socialist offers a radical rereading
of the philosopher and a fresh perspective on contemporary meanings of socialism
John Stuart Mill's Philosophy of Scientific Method 1950 john stuart mill 1806 1873 is one of the most
influential contributors to economic theory in contrast to thomas morus utopia he was noted for
coining the term of dystopia at the early age of 14 he began his studies in chemistry zoology
mathematics logic and metaphysics which eventually led to his interest in socio political and ethical
issues his autobiography offers a deeper understanding of mill s ideas and work and gives a diverse
insight into the life of a highly gifted prodigy of the 19th century
John Stuart Mill on Politics and Society 1976 an original unified reconstruction of mill s moral and
political philosophy one that finally reveals its consistency and full power few thinkers have been as
influential as john stuart mill whose philosophy has arguably defined utilitarian ethics and modern
liberalism but fewer still have been subject to as much criticism for perceived ambiguities and
inconsistencies in completely free john peter diiulio offers an ambitious and comprehensive new
reading that explains how mill s ethical moral and political ideas are all part of a unified coherent and
powerful philosophy almost every aspect of mill s practical philosophy has been charged with
contradictions illogic or incoherence most notoriously mill claims an absolute commitment both to
promoting societal happiness and to defending individual liberty a commitment that many critics
believe must ultimately devolve into an either or diiulio resolves these and other problems by
reconsidering and reconstructing the key components of mill s practical thought his theories of
happiness morality liberty and freedom casting new light on old texts diiulio argues that mill s
utilitarianism and liberalism are not only compatible but philosophically wedded that his theories
naturally emanate from one another and that the vast majority of interpretive mysteries surrounding
mill can be readily demystified in a manner at once sympathetic and critical diiulio seeks to present
mill in his most lucid and potent form from the higher pleasures and moral impartiality to free
speech and nondomination completely free provides an unmatched account of the unity and power of
mill s enduring moral and political thought
The Autobiography of John Stuart Mill 2023-05-27 john stuart mill was one of the most important and
influential philosophers of the nineteenth century he was also someone who exemplified a view
about the meaning of life that is widespread among both philosophers and nonacademics that projects
are what make your life meaningful and if a single project is large enough to occupy center stage in
it that is the meaning of your life his brilliant career notwithstanding mill s life was a train wreck the
intellectual energy and philosophical ingenuity which he devoted to figuring out what had gone
wrong make him a fascinating object lesson in the view that projects give life meaning elijah
millgram argues that what went wrong was the very fact that mill s life was a project the tragedy of
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his life was an almost inevitable consequence of living out this account of the meaning of life at once a
scholarly contribution to the history of an important philosophical figure and an intervention in an
ongoing debate within moral philosophy this book takes on a topic that people outside the academy
expect philosophy to address but which it too rarely does namely the meaning of life it is
simultaneously an exercise in biography and a novel reconstruction and reframing of some of the
central theories and texts of the philosophical canon millgram s work attempts to look at the theory of
rationality from an unusual angle by asking what difference does it make to the shape and progress of
someone s life whether he has one or another understanding of practical reasoning that is of how one
ought to reason about what to do
The Letters of John Stuart Mill 1971 this classic memoir brings the complete biography of the one of
the greatest thinkers of the western philosophy mill is considered to be the most influential mind of
liberalism his work contributed greatly to the development of social theory political theory and
political economy thanks to which he earned the title of the most influential english speaking
philosopher of the nineteenth century in this book john stuart mill described his life from childhood
and early education until old age he wrote about his main interests notable ideas and great influences
contents childhood and early education moral influences in early youth my father s character and
opinions last stage of education and first of self education youthful propagandism the westminster
review a crisis in my mental history one stage onward commencement of the most valuable
friendship of my life my father s death writings and other proceedings up to 1840 general view of
the remainder of my life completion of the system of logic publication of the principles of political
economy marriage retirement from the india house publication of liberty considerations on
representative government civil war in america examination of sir william hamilton s philosophy
parliamentary life remainder of my life
The Life of John Stuart Mill 1954
John Stuart Mill and India 1994-07
John Stuart Mill and the Religion of Humanity 2002
Collected Works of John Stuart Mill 2016-01-31
Miscellaneous Writings 1989-12-01
John Stuart Mill, Socialist 2021-03-15
John Stuart Mill 2014-10-06
Completely Free 2022-06-14
John Stuart Mill and the Meaning of Life 2019-06-19
John Stuart Mill 2019-10-15
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